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Legacies of Light – Love is Human Rights  

( ) - parentheses are extra thoughts 

 

Hook: 

Legacies of light - love is human rights (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

Our mission is purposeful the joy is a gift 

Supernatural Spirit General Welfare keep it lit 

Dub Hip-Hop Word is bond reppin Airlifts 

Non-violence with a rhyme on our lips 

 

Drop and give me Zen lighten up we're a friend 

Checked the ban evil men take a seat now or then  

Sho Nuff enough to make a grown regime plea and 

We're aware for so many decades in the bag how it's been 

 

Space Raps One Love yup mhmm you see us :o)    (Much love Team) 

Say what!?  F that oh now we G ya 

Chiggity check to any flesh we must reject a dis next 

Drain tryin to claim the reign communities Heaven blessed 

(Also it rained on sleepdisprez at inaug and they tried to say it was not God saying something about the 

lack of love and inclusion...or something like that) 

 

The blessing and the curses---now confessions 

Tryin to privatize the people grievances learning lessons 

Reconciliation ain't an argument quit messin 

(They get mad at civil rights, but God’s love is what they are upset with, not us.) 

Sleeper beast your still flesh so count your blessings 
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Hook: 

Legacies of light - love is human rights (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

Truth-seeking or exploitation journalism 

Reality control alternative facts is their realism 

7 owe 7 Earth as it is in Heaven 

Positives thank you Brethren 

 

Workin on a tune lifts us up creative therapy 

Healing like the power resurrects past scarcity 

(Like Universal Abbot music miracles manifest too  :o) 

Automated cash flow is next for people patiently (robot trading) 

Bouncin off the walls Good Vibes Humanity 

(We are fun Spirits...tryin ta lighten up) 

 

Everydays a Holiday and every meal a banquet 

Team Yeah Neocapitalism wow the Vanquish (Thanks to Peace Keepers) 

God's time FoxCircusMirrors and the anguish 

Regimes give the markets back it's love in every language 

 

Live don't live in fear tunes are comfort simple things 

Relax into to the moment smiley simple brings 

Spirit upon the flesh speak Faith Soul Awakenings 

Assembly testimony never phony story Mysteries 
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Hook: 

Legacies of light - love is human rights (4 times) 

 

Outro: 

We’re leaving the legacies of Light 

Gratitude for each segment of the day, finding something that you can like and appreciate just for it’s 

own sake 

Legacy of Light…Love is Human Rights…Peace we wanna give thanks to “Open the Light Shades of the 

Mind” And Aloha Reggae Epigenetics (Everyday is a clean slate for healing…and “Light Shades” is an 

imagery for lightening up our mind…peace to EDM Spiritual Happy Zen) 

And also, we wanna give thanks for 1st Amendment Rights: we have to remember that Providence to 

some is luck to somebody else, so we respect that, otherwise it’s absolutism…(that’s simple basics we 

agree on as believer in 1Earth…any absolutist populism is always a threat to inclusive Planetary 

initiatives) 

And peace to Rumble Rooses. We work things out through music and art in peaceful ways (Big Ups to I 

Ain’t Playin’….like Rap. The Political stories should learn from Rap. Peace through music…workin things 

out…a deliberative community peace…happens over time…) 

And Peace (healing) to our Plant Based Diet Pals :o) (Norman Cousins healed through laughter) 

Let’s not live in fear and Yup. The tunes (thoughts) are comforting. 1 love. Peace 

 

 

 

 

 

 


